Groups Galore Game Rules

Materials:
- 1 Groups Galore Game Board per pair
- 1 Groups Galore Recording Sheet per student
- 40 counters per pair
- Two 2-5 number cubes

Directions:
1. On your turn, roll both number cubes.
2. Choose which number will tell you how many groups of counters you will make. Place that cube in the first box at the top of the Game Board.
3. The other number will tell you how many counters to put in each group. Place that cube in the other box.
4. Place equal groups of counters in the spaces on the Game Board. Tell a story that matches the picture you created.
5. To end your turn, fill in all the boxes for that turn on your recording sheet, explaining how you found the product and how you are writing the equations.
6. Play continues until each player has had 5 turns. Add all your products. The lowest total wins.
Talking Points

**Talk like a mathematician:**

- My factors are ____ and ____.
- The product of ____ and ____ is ____.
- There are ____ groups and ____ in each group.

---

**Vocabulary**

- Factor
- Product
- Group
- Each